Advanced math classes can be very challenging in terms of content...

...and pace!

"You want proof? I'll give you proof!"

Follow these simple guidelines to maximize your continued success in mathematics:
The successful student... attends class consistently.
reads the book and works examples.
learns the languages of mathematics.
is part of a regular study group.
solves the practice problems before starting assigned homework.
allocates enough time to study.
focusses on understanding concepts, not just problem solving.
reviews graded work carefully.
has a healthy balance of work, study, recreation, and sleep.
is respectful, considerate, honest and honorable at all times.
comes to office hours when needed.
is always motivated and disciplined.
is not afraid of a challenge.
consistently displays mastery of material.

exceeds expectations.

As a Tech student, you are expected to work hard and do well. We are here to help you do that, but it’s ultimately up to you. As always, Your Mileage May Vary.

Good luck and best wishes for a great semester!